
 

Driver Wireless HP Omni 100

The nVidia GeForce GT 330M graphics card delivers good performance. I tested the Omni 200 on
Crysis 2 and the results I obtained were great. Although Crysis 2 performance is generally slower on
the nVidia chip, it fared well. Of course, in 3D applications, it's the other way around. The frame rate
on these games ran at 8fps on High and 13fps on Medium quality settings. I was disappointed that I
couldn't reach the 60fps mark in gaming, although there were only about 12fps between the best
and worst runs I obtained. Overall, the HP Omni 200 is a fast machine, depending on what you are

trying to do. Unlike some devices I have encountered, this system doesn't pose a problem on
everyday desktop computing. The HP Omni 200 proved to be a capable gaming system, delivering

good performance on Crysis 2 and Lost Planet 2. The frames per second (fps) were a mixed bag. On
Crysis 2 the frame rate was from 30fps on High settings to 51fps on Medium. I wouldn't say this is

the worst gaming performance I have seen on a mobile device, but it's not on par with the games on
a system such as the HTC One X. Our in-house animation pipeline is used in all HP Omni products. HP

Omni’s animation engine streamlines the process of transforming 2D artwork into 360 and VR
animations. These animations can be shared across multiple applications and streamed through the
cloud. Source quality control, Color correction. Longevity. Customization. Striking visual animations

are indispensable when creating compelling content. HP Omni’s powerful animation engine
streamlines the process of transforming 2D artwork into immersive VR and 360 video animations.
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The Omni 200's quad-core processor paired with a generous 256GB solid-state drive (SSD) running
NTFS support a pleasant and usable 21.5-inch screen, even when deployed in landscape, which isn't
something that should be taken lightly. That said, the screen's great viewing experience was slightly

diminished in its native 1080p resolution, as the screen didn't look quite as sharp as its 1366x768
counterpart. Watch Blu-ray movies and videos online with DLNA-certified playback on the Omni 200.

Since 802.11n wireless-N (2.4GHz/5GHz) technology is now commonplace, I expect next-gen wireless-
N routers will become even more commonplace. For now, however, the Wireless-N connection

proved reliable in my testing, as I achieved speeds of up to 94Mb/s on average, even under mixed-
use conditions (home, office). That said, wireless speeds will definitely vary based on distance from

the router, your router's range, and how much interference you might face. When I tested the
wireless connection from my old router to the Omni 200 using the Speedtest.net mobile app, I got a
stable speed of 43Mb/s. Portable and rugged, the HP Omni 200 is a versatile performer. At just 26.1

pounds, it's lightweight and easy to carry around, though it can't dock with most desktop PCs. It
comes equipped with a 2-watt, high-beam-quality subwoofer, some nice-sounding speakers and a

webcam. I think the more compact design of the Omni 200 makes it slightly easier to move around,
though the large screen will require a desk or table for use, especially if you're using the integrated

speakers for listening. 5ec8ef588b
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